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Outline

1. Introduction to Target Product Profiles (TPPs)
• Why TPPs
• TPP development process
• WHO high priority TPPs

2. Changes in the landscape and other important diagnostic needs
• Centralized solutions for TB and DST
• Sequencing
• Latent to active progression

3. Beyond tests and TPPs: what else do we need?
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Introduction to Target Product 
Profiles (TPPs)



The role of a TPP

Strategic planning tool

Communication tool with investors, partners and 
stakeholders

Tool for communicating, supporting, and tracking results

à Traditionally (as originally defined by the FDA) the TPP is a 
dynamic document that is revisited in the development process



TPP Prioritization Exercise
Broad group of stakeholders prioritized based on 10 criteria
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Kik S et al. ERJ 2014

Biomarker-
based, non-
sputum

Sputum-based, 
smear 
replacement

Triage/rule-out 
test



Target Product 
Profiles

Prioritized TPPs:
• Point-of-care, non-sputum based test
• Point-of-care triage test
• Point-of-care sputum based test for 

microscopy replacement
• Point-of-care DST -microscopy center

Iterative process with input from many 
stakeholders
WHO Consensus Meeting 

• Delphi process leading up to the meeting
• > 75% agreement amongst stakeholders

WHO GLI 2014
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Unmet Needs
WHO high priority TPPs
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Unmet Needs
Biomarker-based & smear-replacement

Reference
centre

District
hospital

Microscopy
centre

Health
post

Community 
health worker

Passive & active case detectionA
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TABLE 3 Translational challenges for developing innovative TB technologies that can meet the needs

Indication for testing Currently used tools Limitations of existing tools Desirable new tools
Translational challenges
for new tool development

Triage test to identify
individuals with presumed
TB who need confirmatory
testing

1. TB symptoms (e.g., 2 weeks
of cough)

2. Chest X rays

1. Symptoms lack sensitivity and
specificity, especially in
HIV-infected populations and
children.

2. Chest X rays are sensitive, but not
specific for TB.

A simple, low-cost triage test for
use by first-contact health care
providers as a rule-out test,
ideally suitable for use by
community health workers

Lack of validated biomarkers

Diagnosis of active
pulmonary TB

1. Sputum smear microscopy
2. Nucleic acid amplification

tests (NAATs)
3. Cultures

1. Smear microscopy lacks sensitivity
and cannot detect drug resistance.

2. NAATs are expensive and not easily
deployable at the peripheral level.

3. Cultures are expensive and require
biosafety level 3 (BSL3) laboratories,
and results take time.

A sputum-based replacement test
for smear microscopy
A non-sputum-based biomarker
test for all forms of TB, ideally
suitable for use at levels below
microscopy centers

While several NAATs are being
developed for microscopy
centers, they will need to be
evaluated in field conditions for
policy. For the nonsputum TB
test, the biggest challenge is
lack of validated biomarkers.

Diagnosis of extrapulmonary
(EPTB) and childhood TB

1. Smear microscopy
2. Nucleic acid amplification

tests
3. Cultures

1. Children and patients with EPTB
often do not produce sputum.
Invasive samples are usually
necessary. Microscopy lacks
sensitivity and cannot detect
drug resistance.

2. NAATs are expensive and not easily
deployable at the peripheral level.
Sensitivity in EPTB samples is low.

3. Cultures are expensive and require
BSL3 laboratories, and results take
time.

A non-sputum-based biomarker
test for all forms of TB, ideally
suitable for use at levels below
microscopy centers

For the nonsputum TB test, the
biggest challenge is lack of
validated biomarkers.

Drug susceptibility testing 1. Nucleic acid amplification
tests

2. Cultures

1. Current NAATs cannot reliably detect
all mutations and sensitivity for
drugs other than rifampin is poor.

2. Cultures are expensive and require
BSL3 laboratories, and results take
time. Reliability of phenotypic is
poor for second-line drugs.

A new molecular DST for use at a
microscopy center level, which
can evaluate for resistance to
rifampin, fluoroquinolones,
isoniazid, and pyrazinamide,
and enable the selection of the
best drug regimen

Lack of good data on the
correlation of mutations with
phenotypic results and clinical
outcomes and the association
with cross-resistance. There is
also a need to align emerging
TB drug regimens with
companion diagnostics.

Diagnosis of latent
TB infection (LTBI)

1. Tuberculin skin test (TST)
2. Interferon-gamma release

assays (IGRA)

Neither TST nor IGRA can separate latent
infection from active disease. Neither test
can accurately identify those at highest
risk of progression to active disease.

A test that can resolve the
spectrum of TB, and identify the
subset of latently infected
individuals who are at highest risk
of progressing to active disease
and will benefit from preventive
therapy

Lack of validated biomarkers

Test of cure (treatment
monitoring)

1. Serial smear microscopy
2. Serial cultures

1. Smears lack sensitivity, and cannot
distinguish between live and dead
bacilli.

2. Serial cultures are expensive and
time consuming.

An accurate test for cure that can
be used to make changes in
management (e.g., changes in
regimens, or DST)

Lack of validated biomarkers

Adapted from Pai (55).
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TABLE 3 Translational challenges for developing innovative TB technologies that can meet the needs

Indication for testing Currently used tools Limitations of existing tools Desirable new tools
Translational challenges
for new tool development

Triage test to identify
individuals with presumed
TB who need confirmatory
testing

1. TB symptoms (e.g., 2 weeks
of cough)

2. Chest X rays

1. Symptoms lack sensitivity and
specificity, especially in
HIV-infected populations and
children.

2. Chest X rays are sensitive, but not
specific for TB.

A simple, low-cost triage test for
use by first-contact health care
providers as a rule-out test,
ideally suitable for use by
community health workers

Lack of validated biomarkers

Diagnosis of active
pulmonary TB

1. Sputum smear microscopy
2. Nucleic acid amplification

tests (NAATs)
3. Cultures

1. Smear microscopy lacks sensitivity
and cannot detect drug resistance.

2. NAATs are expensive and not easily
deployable at the peripheral level.

3. Cultures are expensive and require
biosafety level 3 (BSL3) laboratories,
and results take time.

A sputum-based replacement test
for smear microscopy
A non-sputum-based biomarker
test for all forms of TB, ideally
suitable for use at levels below
microscopy centers

While several NAATs are being
developed for microscopy
centers, they will need to be
evaluated in field conditions for
policy. For the nonsputum TB
test, the biggest challenge is
lack of validated biomarkers.

Diagnosis of extrapulmonary
(EPTB) and childhood TB

1. Smear microscopy
2. Nucleic acid amplification

tests
3. Cultures

1. Children and patients with EPTB
often do not produce sputum.
Invasive samples are usually
necessary. Microscopy lacks
sensitivity and cannot detect
drug resistance.

2. NAATs are expensive and not easily
deployable at the peripheral level.
Sensitivity in EPTB samples is low.

3. Cultures are expensive and require
BSL3 laboratories, and results take
time.

A non-sputum-based biomarker
test for all forms of TB, ideally
suitable for use at levels below
microscopy centers

For the nonsputum TB test, the
biggest challenge is lack of
validated biomarkers.

Drug susceptibility testing 1. Nucleic acid amplification
tests

2. Cultures

1. Current NAATs cannot reliably detect
all mutations and sensitivity for
drugs other than rifampin is poor.

2. Cultures are expensive and require
BSL3 laboratories, and results take
time. Reliability of phenotypic is
poor for second-line drugs.

A new molecular DST for use at a
microscopy center level, which
can evaluate for resistance to
rifampin, fluoroquinolones,
isoniazid, and pyrazinamide,
and enable the selection of the
best drug regimen

Lack of good data on the
correlation of mutations with
phenotypic results and clinical
outcomes and the association
with cross-resistance. There is
also a need to align emerging
TB drug regimens with
companion diagnostics.

Diagnosis of latent
TB infection (LTBI)

1. Tuberculin skin test (TST)
2. Interferon-gamma release

assays (IGRA)

Neither TST nor IGRA can separate latent
infection from active disease. Neither test
can accurately identify those at highest
risk of progression to active disease.

A test that can resolve the
spectrum of TB, and identify the
subset of latently infected
individuals who are at highest risk
of progressing to active disease
and will benefit from preventive
therapy

Lack of validated biomarkers

Test of cure (treatment
monitoring)

1. Serial smear microscopy
2. Serial cultures

1. Smears lack sensitivity, and cannot
distinguish between live and dead
bacilli.

2. Serial cultures are expensive and
time consuming.

An accurate test for cure that can
be used to make changes in
management (e.g., changes in
regimens, or DST)

Lack of validated biomarkers

Adapted from Pai (55).
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• Omni
• TrueNat
• QuantuMDx

• LAM
• ?



Unmet Needs
Point-of-care triage test

Reference
centre

District
hospital

Microscopy
centre

Health
post

Community 
health worker

Rule-out testB
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TABLE 3 Translational challenges for developing innovative TB technologies that can meet the needs

Indication for testing Currently used tools Limitations of existing tools Desirable new tools
Translational challenges
for new tool development

Triage test to identify
individuals with presumed
TB who need confirmatory
testing

1. TB symptoms (e.g., 2 weeks
of cough)

2. Chest X rays

1. Symptoms lack sensitivity and
specificity, especially in
HIV-infected populations and
children.

2. Chest X rays are sensitive, but not
specific for TB.

A simple, low-cost triage test for
use by first-contact health care
providers as a rule-out test,
ideally suitable for use by
community health workers

Lack of validated biomarkers

Diagnosis of active
pulmonary TB

1. Sputum smear microscopy
2. Nucleic acid amplification

tests (NAATs)
3. Cultures

1. Smear microscopy lacks sensitivity
and cannot detect drug resistance.

2. NAATs are expensive and not easily
deployable at the peripheral level.

3. Cultures are expensive and require
biosafety level 3 (BSL3) laboratories,
and results take time.

A sputum-based replacement test
for smear microscopy
A non-sputum-based biomarker
test for all forms of TB, ideally
suitable for use at levels below
microscopy centers

While several NAATs are being
developed for microscopy
centers, they will need to be
evaluated in field conditions for
policy. For the nonsputum TB
test, the biggest challenge is
lack of validated biomarkers.

Diagnosis of extrapulmonary
(EPTB) and childhood TB

1. Smear microscopy
2. Nucleic acid amplification

tests
3. Cultures

1. Children and patients with EPTB
often do not produce sputum.
Invasive samples are usually
necessary. Microscopy lacks
sensitivity and cannot detect
drug resistance.

2. NAATs are expensive and not easily
deployable at the peripheral level.
Sensitivity in EPTB samples is low.

3. Cultures are expensive and require
BSL3 laboratories, and results take
time.

A non-sputum-based biomarker
test for all forms of TB, ideally
suitable for use at levels below
microscopy centers

For the nonsputum TB test, the
biggest challenge is lack of
validated biomarkers.

Drug susceptibility testing 1. Nucleic acid amplification
tests

2. Cultures

1. Current NAATs cannot reliably detect
all mutations and sensitivity for
drugs other than rifampin is poor.

2. Cultures are expensive and require
BSL3 laboratories, and results take
time. Reliability of phenotypic is
poor for second-line drugs.

A new molecular DST for use at a
microscopy center level, which
can evaluate for resistance to
rifampin, fluoroquinolones,
isoniazid, and pyrazinamide,
and enable the selection of the
best drug regimen

Lack of good data on the
correlation of mutations with
phenotypic results and clinical
outcomes and the association
with cross-resistance. There is
also a need to align emerging
TB drug regimens with
companion diagnostics.

Diagnosis of latent
TB infection (LTBI)

1. Tuberculin skin test (TST)
2. Interferon-gamma release

assays (IGRA)

Neither TST nor IGRA can separate latent
infection from active disease. Neither test
can accurately identify those at highest
risk of progression to active disease.

A test that can resolve the
spectrum of TB, and identify the
subset of latently infected
individuals who are at highest risk
of progressing to active disease
and will benefit from preventive
therapy

Lack of validated biomarkers

Test of cure (treatment
monitoring)

1. Serial smear microscopy
2. Serial cultures

1. Smears lack sensitivity, and cannot
distinguish between live and dead
bacilli.

2. Serial cultures are expensive and
time consuming.

An accurate test for cure that can
be used to make changes in
management (e.g., changes in
regimens, or DST)

Lack of validated biomarkers

Adapted from Pai (55).
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• CXR (CAD)
• CRP
• VOC



Unmet Needs
Point-of-care DST

Reference
centre

District
hospital

Microscopy
centre

Health
post

Community 
health worker

Drug susceptibility testingC

Pai et al, 2016
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TABLE 3 Translational challenges for developing innovative TB technologies that can meet the needs

Indication for testing Currently used tools Limitations of existing tools Desirable new tools
Translational challenges
for new tool development

Triage test to identify
individuals with presumed
TB who need confirmatory
testing

1. TB symptoms (e.g., 2 weeks
of cough)

2. Chest X rays

1. Symptoms lack sensitivity and
specificity, especially in
HIV-infected populations and
children.

2. Chest X rays are sensitive, but not
specific for TB.

A simple, low-cost triage test for
use by first-contact health care
providers as a rule-out test,
ideally suitable for use by
community health workers

Lack of validated biomarkers

Diagnosis of active
pulmonary TB

1. Sputum smear microscopy
2. Nucleic acid amplification

tests (NAATs)
3. Cultures

1. Smear microscopy lacks sensitivity
and cannot detect drug resistance.

2. NAATs are expensive and not easily
deployable at the peripheral level.

3. Cultures are expensive and require
biosafety level 3 (BSL3) laboratories,
and results take time.

A sputum-based replacement test
for smear microscopy
A non-sputum-based biomarker
test for all forms of TB, ideally
suitable for use at levels below
microscopy centers

While several NAATs are being
developed for microscopy
centers, they will need to be
evaluated in field conditions for
policy. For the nonsputum TB
test, the biggest challenge is
lack of validated biomarkers.

Diagnosis of extrapulmonary
(EPTB) and childhood TB

1. Smear microscopy
2. Nucleic acid amplification

tests
3. Cultures

1. Children and patients with EPTB
often do not produce sputum.
Invasive samples are usually
necessary. Microscopy lacks
sensitivity and cannot detect
drug resistance.

2. NAATs are expensive and not easily
deployable at the peripheral level.
Sensitivity in EPTB samples is low.

3. Cultures are expensive and require
BSL3 laboratories, and results take
time.

A non-sputum-based biomarker
test for all forms of TB, ideally
suitable for use at levels below
microscopy centers

For the nonsputum TB test, the
biggest challenge is lack of
validated biomarkers.

Drug susceptibility testing 1. Nucleic acid amplification
tests

2. Cultures

1. Current NAATs cannot reliably detect
all mutations and sensitivity for
drugs other than rifampin is poor.

2. Cultures are expensive and require
BSL3 laboratories, and results take
time. Reliability of phenotypic is
poor for second-line drugs.

A new molecular DST for use at a
microscopy center level, which
can evaluate for resistance to
rifampin, fluoroquinolones,
isoniazid, and pyrazinamide,
and enable the selection of the
best drug regimen

Lack of good data on the
correlation of mutations with
phenotypic results and clinical
outcomes and the association
with cross-resistance. There is
also a need to align emerging
TB drug regimens with
companion diagnostics.

Diagnosis of latent
TB infection (LTBI)

1. Tuberculin skin test (TST)
2. Interferon-gamma release

assays (IGRA)

Neither TST nor IGRA can separate latent
infection from active disease. Neither test
can accurately identify those at highest
risk of progression to active disease.

A test that can resolve the
spectrum of TB, and identify the
subset of latently infected
individuals who are at highest risk
of progressing to active disease
and will benefit from preventive
therapy

Lack of validated biomarkers

Test of cure (treatment
monitoring)

1. Serial smear microscopy
2. Serial cultures

1. Smears lack sensitivity, and cannot
distinguish between live and dead
bacilli.

2. Serial cultures are expensive and
time consuming.

An accurate test for cure that can
be used to make changes in
management (e.g., changes in
regimens, or DST)

Lack of validated biomarkers

Adapted from Pai (55).
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TABLE 3 Translational challenges for developing innovative TB technologies that can meet the needs

Indication for testing Currently used tools Limitations of existing tools Desirable new tools
Translational challenges
for new tool development

Triage test to identify
individuals with presumed
TB who need confirmatory
testing

1. TB symptoms (e.g., 2 weeks
of cough)

2. Chest X rays

1. Symptoms lack sensitivity and
specificity, especially in
HIV-infected populations and
children.

2. Chest X rays are sensitive, but not
specific for TB.

A simple, low-cost triage test for
use by first-contact health care
providers as a rule-out test,
ideally suitable for use by
community health workers

Lack of validated biomarkers

Diagnosis of active
pulmonary TB

1. Sputum smear microscopy
2. Nucleic acid amplification

tests (NAATs)
3. Cultures

1. Smear microscopy lacks sensitivity
and cannot detect drug resistance.

2. NAATs are expensive and not easily
deployable at the peripheral level.

3. Cultures are expensive and require
biosafety level 3 (BSL3) laboratories,
and results take time.

A sputum-based replacement test
for smear microscopy
A non-sputum-based biomarker
test for all forms of TB, ideally
suitable for use at levels below
microscopy centers

While several NAATs are being
developed for microscopy
centers, they will need to be
evaluated in field conditions for
policy. For the nonsputum TB
test, the biggest challenge is
lack of validated biomarkers.

Diagnosis of extrapulmonary
(EPTB) and childhood TB

1. Smear microscopy
2. Nucleic acid amplification

tests
3. Cultures

1. Children and patients with EPTB
often do not produce sputum.
Invasive samples are usually
necessary. Microscopy lacks
sensitivity and cannot detect
drug resistance.

2. NAATs are expensive and not easily
deployable at the peripheral level.
Sensitivity in EPTB samples is low.

3. Cultures are expensive and require
BSL3 laboratories, and results take
time.

A non-sputum-based biomarker
test for all forms of TB, ideally
suitable for use at levels below
microscopy centers

For the nonsputum TB test, the
biggest challenge is lack of
validated biomarkers.

Drug susceptibility testing 1. Nucleic acid amplification
tests

2. Cultures

1. Current NAATs cannot reliably detect
all mutations and sensitivity for
drugs other than rifampin is poor.

2. Cultures are expensive and require
BSL3 laboratories, and results take
time. Reliability of phenotypic is
poor for second-line drugs.

A new molecular DST for use at a
microscopy center level, which
can evaluate for resistance to
rifampin, fluoroquinolones,
isoniazid, and pyrazinamide,
and enable the selection of the
best drug regimen

Lack of good data on the
correlation of mutations with
phenotypic results and clinical
outcomes and the association
with cross-resistance. There is
also a need to align emerging
TB drug regimens with
companion diagnostics.

Diagnosis of latent
TB infection (LTBI)

1. Tuberculin skin test (TST)
2. Interferon-gamma release

assays (IGRA)

Neither TST nor IGRA can separate latent
infection from active disease. Neither test
can accurately identify those at highest
risk of progression to active disease.

A test that can resolve the
spectrum of TB, and identify the
subset of latently infected
individuals who are at highest risk
of progressing to active disease
and will benefit from preventive
therapy

Lack of validated biomarkers

Test of cure (treatment
monitoring)

1. Serial smear microscopy
2. Serial cultures

1. Smears lack sensitivity, and cannot
distinguish between live and dead
bacilli.

2. Serial cultures are expensive and
time consuming.

An accurate test for cure that can
be used to make changes in
management (e.g., changes in
regimens, or DST)

Lack of validated biomarkers

Adapted from Pai (55).
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Changes in the landscape and 
other important diagnostic needs



Additional TPPs

Advanced drafts (recent WHO meetings)
• Latent to active progression
• Sample transport solutions

Other TPPs in development
• Centralized platforms for TB/DST
• Sequencing
• Treatment monitoring

14



Additional TPPs

Advanced drafts (recent WHO meetings)
• Latent to active progression
• Sample transport solutions

Other TPPs in development
• Centralized platforms for TB/DST
• Sequencing
• Treatment monitoring
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What is the TB drug pipeline telling us 
about future diagnostic needs?

16

TPP: Drug prioritization: RIF > FQ (incl. Mox)> INH = PZA 

Revised prioritization?: RIF > FQ > INH >PZA>BDQ >LZD= PA 

Uncertainties:
• Success of regimens
• For DS, MDR, XDR? > defines level of 

implementation
• Barrier to resistance; cross-resistance
• Basis of resistance

SHORTER REGIMENS

HRZE

PaMZ

NC_005 (BPaZ)

NIX (BPaL)

RIFAMPICIN
                ISONIAZID

PYRAZINAMIDE
                  MOXIFLOXACIN

KANAMYCIN

BEDAQUILINE
LINEZOLID

In use In pipeline

PRETOMANID

WHO report 2014; TB Alliance pipeline



Unmet Needs
Point-of-care DST

Reference
centre

District
hospital

Microscopy
centre

Health
post

Community 
health worker

Drug susceptibility testingC

Pai et al, 2016
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TABLE 3 Translational challenges for developing innovative TB technologies that can meet the needs

Indication for testing Currently used tools Limitations of existing tools Desirable new tools
Translational challenges
for new tool development

Triage test to identify
individuals with presumed
TB who need confirmatory
testing

1. TB symptoms (e.g., 2 weeks
of cough)

2. Chest X rays

1. Symptoms lack sensitivity and
specificity, especially in
HIV-infected populations and
children.

2. Chest X rays are sensitive, but not
specific for TB.

A simple, low-cost triage test for
use by first-contact health care
providers as a rule-out test,
ideally suitable for use by
community health workers

Lack of validated biomarkers

Diagnosis of active
pulmonary TB

1. Sputum smear microscopy
2. Nucleic acid amplification

tests (NAATs)
3. Cultures

1. Smear microscopy lacks sensitivity
and cannot detect drug resistance.

2. NAATs are expensive and not easily
deployable at the peripheral level.

3. Cultures are expensive and require
biosafety level 3 (BSL3) laboratories,
and results take time.

A sputum-based replacement test
for smear microscopy
A non-sputum-based biomarker
test for all forms of TB, ideally
suitable for use at levels below
microscopy centers

While several NAATs are being
developed for microscopy
centers, they will need to be
evaluated in field conditions for
policy. For the nonsputum TB
test, the biggest challenge is
lack of validated biomarkers.

Diagnosis of extrapulmonary
(EPTB) and childhood TB

1. Smear microscopy
2. Nucleic acid amplification

tests
3. Cultures

1. Children and patients with EPTB
often do not produce sputum.
Invasive samples are usually
necessary. Microscopy lacks
sensitivity and cannot detect
drug resistance.

2. NAATs are expensive and not easily
deployable at the peripheral level.
Sensitivity in EPTB samples is low.

3. Cultures are expensive and require
BSL3 laboratories, and results take
time.

A non-sputum-based biomarker
test for all forms of TB, ideally
suitable for use at levels below
microscopy centers

For the nonsputum TB test, the
biggest challenge is lack of
validated biomarkers.

Drug susceptibility testing 1. Nucleic acid amplification
tests

2. Cultures

1. Current NAATs cannot reliably detect
all mutations and sensitivity for
drugs other than rifampin is poor.

2. Cultures are expensive and require
BSL3 laboratories, and results take
time. Reliability of phenotypic is
poor for second-line drugs.

A new molecular DST for use at a
microscopy center level, which
can evaluate for resistance to
rifampin, fluoroquinolones,
isoniazid, and pyrazinamide,
and enable the selection of the
best drug regimen

Lack of good data on the
correlation of mutations with
phenotypic results and clinical
outcomes and the association
with cross-resistance. There is
also a need to align emerging
TB drug regimens with
companion diagnostics.

Diagnosis of latent
TB infection (LTBI)

1. Tuberculin skin test (TST)
2. Interferon-gamma release

assays (IGRA)

Neither TST nor IGRA can separate latent
infection from active disease. Neither test
can accurately identify those at highest
risk of progression to active disease.

A test that can resolve the
spectrum of TB, and identify the
subset of latently infected
individuals who are at highest risk
of progressing to active disease
and will benefit from preventive
therapy

Lack of validated biomarkers

Test of cure (treatment
monitoring)

1. Serial smear microscopy
2. Serial cultures

1. Smears lack sensitivity, and cannot
distinguish between live and dead
bacilli.

2. Serial cultures are expensive and
time consuming.

An accurate test for cure that can
be used to make changes in
management (e.g., changes in
regimens, or DST)

Lack of validated biomarkers

Adapted from Pai (55).
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TABLE 3 Translational challenges for developing innovative TB technologies that can meet the needs

Indication for testing Currently used tools Limitations of existing tools Desirable new tools
Translational challenges
for new tool development

Triage test to identify
individuals with presumed
TB who need confirmatory
testing

1. TB symptoms (e.g., 2 weeks
of cough)

2. Chest X rays

1. Symptoms lack sensitivity and
specificity, especially in
HIV-infected populations and
children.

2. Chest X rays are sensitive, but not
specific for TB.

A simple, low-cost triage test for
use by first-contact health care
providers as a rule-out test,
ideally suitable for use by
community health workers

Lack of validated biomarkers

Diagnosis of active
pulmonary TB

1. Sputum smear microscopy
2. Nucleic acid amplification

tests (NAATs)
3. Cultures

1. Smear microscopy lacks sensitivity
and cannot detect drug resistance.

2. NAATs are expensive and not easily
deployable at the peripheral level.

3. Cultures are expensive and require
biosafety level 3 (BSL3) laboratories,
and results take time.

A sputum-based replacement test
for smear microscopy
A non-sputum-based biomarker
test for all forms of TB, ideally
suitable for use at levels below
microscopy centers

While several NAATs are being
developed for microscopy
centers, they will need to be
evaluated in field conditions for
policy. For the nonsputum TB
test, the biggest challenge is
lack of validated biomarkers.

Diagnosis of extrapulmonary
(EPTB) and childhood TB

1. Smear microscopy
2. Nucleic acid amplification

tests
3. Cultures

1. Children and patients with EPTB
often do not produce sputum.
Invasive samples are usually
necessary. Microscopy lacks
sensitivity and cannot detect
drug resistance.

2. NAATs are expensive and not easily
deployable at the peripheral level.
Sensitivity in EPTB samples is low.

3. Cultures are expensive and require
BSL3 laboratories, and results take
time.

A non-sputum-based biomarker
test for all forms of TB, ideally
suitable for use at levels below
microscopy centers

For the nonsputum TB test, the
biggest challenge is lack of
validated biomarkers.

Drug susceptibility testing 1. Nucleic acid amplification
tests

2. Cultures

1. Current NAATs cannot reliably detect
all mutations and sensitivity for
drugs other than rifampin is poor.

2. Cultures are expensive and require
BSL3 laboratories, and results take
time. Reliability of phenotypic is
poor for second-line drugs.

A new molecular DST for use at a
microscopy center level, which
can evaluate for resistance to
rifampin, fluoroquinolones,
isoniazid, and pyrazinamide,
and enable the selection of the
best drug regimen

Lack of good data on the
correlation of mutations with
phenotypic results and clinical
outcomes and the association
with cross-resistance. There is
also a need to align emerging
TB drug regimens with
companion diagnostics.

Diagnosis of latent
TB infection (LTBI)

1. Tuberculin skin test (TST)
2. Interferon-gamma release

assays (IGRA)

Neither TST nor IGRA can separate latent
infection from active disease. Neither test
can accurately identify those at highest
risk of progression to active disease.

A test that can resolve the
spectrum of TB, and identify the
subset of latently infected
individuals who are at highest risk
of progressing to active disease
and will benefit from preventive
therapy

Lack of validated biomarkers

Test of cure (treatment
monitoring)

1. Serial smear microscopy
2. Serial cultures

1. Smears lack sensitivity, and cannot
distinguish between live and dead
bacilli.

2. Serial cultures are expensive and
time consuming.

An accurate test for cure that can
be used to make changes in
management (e.g., changes in
regimens, or DST)

Lack of validated biomarkers

Adapted from Pai (55).
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Existing (and upcoming) centralized 
solutions for TB and DST
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FluoroType MTBDR
(Hain Lifescience)

3

GenoXtract® 96

• Weight: ca. 140 kg (without accessories)

• Size: 112,3 x 82,5 x 77,4 cm (WxDxH)

• Automated DNA extraction and PCR setup 

for up to 96 samples

• Robotic arm with 8-channel pipetting head

• Barcode scanner for various code formats

• Thermo shaker - up to 99°C

• HEPA filter, UV decontamination

• Liquid-Level-Detection, Clot-Detection

• LIMS connection

• GXT96 & Lirix Software Package, Windows™ 7

m200sp, m200rt Realtime MTB RIF/INH 
(Abbott)

35 Proprietary and confidential — do not distribute 

mSystem Solutions 

m2000sp m24sp manual 

• Consolidated unit with broad menu 
• Efficient Workflow (10% controls and 40% floor space 

savings) 
• Minimized hands-on time 
• Ease of use -- Flexible/Open -- Reliable (<2 calls/year) 

Consistent reagents and commodities  for 
simplification Same platform for amplification 

& detection 

Amplification and Detection 

•  Same day results 
•  Comparability of results 
•  Consistency in results 
•  Reliability of results 
•  Flexibility  

Extraction  Cobas Taqman MDR TB 
(Roche)

BD MAX MDRTB (BD)

GenoType MTBDR 
and MTBDRsl

(Hain Lifescience)



Centralized testing – necessary links

Optimized sample transport
• Improves upon the current routine methods in terms of 

recovery of mycobacteria on liquid and solid culture 
• Reduction of contamination
• Simplification of laboratory workflows (cold chain 

requirements), biohazard 

Optimized communication solutions
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Constraints

eHealth
StrategiesDOTs programme gets

notified and ensures patients
is started on therapy

A clinician gets notified that 
an HIV patient tested + for TB 

in TB clinic 

A national programme 
manager identifies stock-outs 

early and organizes the 
shipment from another site

A high error rate of diagnostic
system is detected. A new 

system is sent.

A patient gets notified via 
SMS that a test result is 

ready



Sequencing: integrated solution from 
sample to result

20



Unmet Needs
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TABLE 3 Translational challenges for developing innovative TB technologies that can meet the needs

Indication for testing Currently used tools Limitations of existing tools Desirable new tools
Translational challenges
for new tool development

Triage test to identify
individuals with presumed
TB who need confirmatory
testing

1. TB symptoms (e.g., 2 weeks
of cough)

2. Chest X rays

1. Symptoms lack sensitivity and
specificity, especially in
HIV-infected populations and
children.

2. Chest X rays are sensitive, but not
specific for TB.

A simple, low-cost triage test for
use by first-contact health care
providers as a rule-out test,
ideally suitable for use by
community health workers

Lack of validated biomarkers

Diagnosis of active
pulmonary TB

1. Sputum smear microscopy
2. Nucleic acid amplification

tests (NAATs)
3. Cultures

1. Smear microscopy lacks sensitivity
and cannot detect drug resistance.

2. NAATs are expensive and not easily
deployable at the peripheral level.

3. Cultures are expensive and require
biosafety level 3 (BSL3) laboratories,
and results take time.

A sputum-based replacement test
for smear microscopy
A non-sputum-based biomarker
test for all forms of TB, ideally
suitable for use at levels below
microscopy centers

While several NAATs are being
developed for microscopy
centers, they will need to be
evaluated in field conditions for
policy. For the nonsputum TB
test, the biggest challenge is
lack of validated biomarkers.

Diagnosis of extrapulmonary
(EPTB) and childhood TB

1. Smear microscopy
2. Nucleic acid amplification

tests
3. Cultures

1. Children and patients with EPTB
often do not produce sputum.
Invasive samples are usually
necessary. Microscopy lacks
sensitivity and cannot detect
drug resistance.

2. NAATs are expensive and not easily
deployable at the peripheral level.
Sensitivity in EPTB samples is low.

3. Cultures are expensive and require
BSL3 laboratories, and results take
time.

A non-sputum-based biomarker
test for all forms of TB, ideally
suitable for use at levels below
microscopy centers

For the nonsputum TB test, the
biggest challenge is lack of
validated biomarkers.

Drug susceptibility testing 1. Nucleic acid amplification
tests

2. Cultures

1. Current NAATs cannot reliably detect
all mutations and sensitivity for
drugs other than rifampin is poor.

2. Cultures are expensive and require
BSL3 laboratories, and results take
time. Reliability of phenotypic is
poor for second-line drugs.

A new molecular DST for use at a
microscopy center level, which
can evaluate for resistance to
rifampin, fluoroquinolones,
isoniazid, and pyrazinamide,
and enable the selection of the
best drug regimen

Lack of good data on the
correlation of mutations with
phenotypic results and clinical
outcomes and the association
with cross-resistance. There is
also a need to align emerging
TB drug regimens with
companion diagnostics.

Diagnosis of latent
TB infection (LTBI)

1. Tuberculin skin test (TST)
2. Interferon-gamma release

assays (IGRA)

Neither TST nor IGRA can separate latent
infection from active disease. Neither test
can accurately identify those at highest
risk of progression to active disease.

A test that can resolve the
spectrum of TB, and identify the
subset of latently infected
individuals who are at highest risk
of progressing to active disease
and will benefit from preventive
therapy

Lack of validated biomarkers

Test of cure (treatment
monitoring)

1. Serial smear microscopy
2. Serial cultures

1. Smears lack sensitivity, and cannot
distinguish between live and dead
bacilli.

2. Serial cultures are expensive and
time consuming.

An accurate test for cure that can
be used to make changes in
management (e.g., changes in
regimens, or DST)

Lack of validated biomarkers

Adapted from Pai (55).
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Indication for testing Currently used tools Limitations of existing tools Desirable new tools
Translational challenges
for new tool development
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individuals with presumed
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1. TB symptoms (e.g., 2 weeks
of cough)

2. Chest X rays

1. Symptoms lack sensitivity and
specificity, especially in
HIV-infected populations and
children.

2. Chest X rays are sensitive, but not
specific for TB.

A simple, low-cost triage test for
use by first-contact health care
providers as a rule-out test,
ideally suitable for use by
community health workers

Lack of validated biomarkers

Diagnosis of active
pulmonary TB

1. Sputum smear microscopy
2. Nucleic acid amplification

tests (NAATs)
3. Cultures

1. Smear microscopy lacks sensitivity
and cannot detect drug resistance.

2. NAATs are expensive and not easily
deployable at the peripheral level.

3. Cultures are expensive and require
biosafety level 3 (BSL3) laboratories,
and results take time.

A sputum-based replacement test
for smear microscopy
A non-sputum-based biomarker
test for all forms of TB, ideally
suitable for use at levels below
microscopy centers

While several NAATs are being
developed for microscopy
centers, they will need to be
evaluated in field conditions for
policy. For the nonsputum TB
test, the biggest challenge is
lack of validated biomarkers.

Diagnosis of extrapulmonary
(EPTB) and childhood TB

1. Smear microscopy
2. Nucleic acid amplification

tests
3. Cultures

1. Children and patients with EPTB
often do not produce sputum.
Invasive samples are usually
necessary. Microscopy lacks
sensitivity and cannot detect
drug resistance.

2. NAATs are expensive and not easily
deployable at the peripheral level.
Sensitivity in EPTB samples is low.

3. Cultures are expensive and require
BSL3 laboratories, and results take
time.

A non-sputum-based biomarker
test for all forms of TB, ideally
suitable for use at levels below
microscopy centers

For the nonsputum TB test, the
biggest challenge is lack of
validated biomarkers.

Drug susceptibility testing 1. Nucleic acid amplification
tests

2. Cultures

1. Current NAATs cannot reliably detect
all mutations and sensitivity for
drugs other than rifampin is poor.

2. Cultures are expensive and require
BSL3 laboratories, and results take
time. Reliability of phenotypic is
poor for second-line drugs.

A new molecular DST for use at a
microscopy center level, which
can evaluate for resistance to
rifampin, fluoroquinolones,
isoniazid, and pyrazinamide,
and enable the selection of the
best drug regimen

Lack of good data on the
correlation of mutations with
phenotypic results and clinical
outcomes and the association
with cross-resistance. There is
also a need to align emerging
TB drug regimens with
companion diagnostics.

Diagnosis of latent
TB infection (LTBI)

1. Tuberculin skin test (TST)
2. Interferon-gamma release

assays (IGRA)

Neither TST nor IGRA can separate latent
infection from active disease. Neither test
can accurately identify those at highest
risk of progression to active disease.

A test that can resolve the
spectrum of TB, and identify the
subset of latently infected
individuals who are at highest risk
of progressing to active disease
and will benefit from preventive
therapy

Lack of validated biomarkers

Test of cure (treatment
monitoring)

1. Serial smear microscopy
2. Serial cultures

1. Smears lack sensitivity, and cannot
distinguish between live and dead
bacilli.

2. Serial cultures are expensive and
time consuming.

An accurate test for cure that can
be used to make changes in
management (e.g., changes in
regimens, or DST)

Lack of validated biomarkers

Adapted from Pai (55).
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Test conceptualization
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approaches have also suggested a protective effect of infection.
Using national datasets over long periods of time to model the
dynamics of TB, Vynnycky & Fine [60] from data for England
and Wales 1900–1990 predicted a 16–41% protection from an
initial infection against reinfection, and Sutherland et al. [77]
from data for the Netherlands predicted 63–81% protection.
Taking an alternative strategy, Brooks-Pollock et al. [78] used
cross-sectional household data from Lima, Peru from 1996–
2002 to propose 35% protection. In detailed studies of reinfec-
tion in the rabbit model, Lurie [79] demonstrated that control
of a re-infecting strain in previously infected rabbits was
mediated by tissue resident mononuclear cells, with efficiency
of control relating to the extent of the primary lesion from the
initial infection. The mechanism of protection in humans is
not known but clearly an improved understanding of this
could greatly facilitate vaccine development.

5. Integrating the spectrum of tuberculosis with
natural history

We and others have suggested that asymptomatic people
considered to have latent TB might be better considered
as part of a spectrum of infection states where at one end

infection may have been eliminated, while at the other end dis-
ease may be active but in a subclinical form, and between these
two extremes infection is controlled in a quiescent state [80–84].
When carefully considering the natural history of infection, it
seems plausible that soon after initial infection and immune
sensitization there are three main possible outcomes influenced
by predisposing factors that determine the course of infection
during this critical phase and alter the proportions in each
group (figure 3). Some may initially develop primary progress-
ive disease; this may be a very small proportion in adults but
would likely be more common in advanced immunosuppres-
sion and infants. A second group (a high-risk group—the
main group from which reactivation disease arises) enter a
more unstable state with infection taking a waxing–waning
course during which periods of progression triggered by
precipitating factors may be followed by control (which may
lead to evidence of immunopathology) or the development of
clinical disease. Some precipitating factors may be more
potent than others; very potent precipitating factors (such as
anti-TNF and HIV) may have the effect of causing rapid pro-
gression over a short time interval. It is also in this group that
isoniazid preventive therapy may be most effective. A third
group may rapidly and effectively control infection and
eventually may even sterilize the organism and may be at

disease

control/ elimination

possible predisposing factors
HIV

malnutrition
diabetes

alcoholism
pro/anti inflammatory imbalance

possible precipitating factors
HIV
anti-TNF therapy
malnutrition
Vit D deficiency
viral infection

subclinical active phase

time (months)

pa
th

ol
og

y

unstable LTBI

culture

imaging

clinical TB

1° progression

infection

(a)

(b)

unstable

stable

PrcPrd

Prc

Prc Prc Prc

Figure 3. (a) Following infection, there may be a critical period where fate of infection is determined with predisposing factors (Prd) influencing this outcome. In a
small proportion, the primary infection may be progressive; in those that control primary infection, a proportion may eliminate TB or exert highly effective control
and be at very low risk of reactivation. In the third group, control may be unstable waxing and waning in response to a variety of precipitating factors (Prc) with
reactivation of TB most likely to occur in this high-risk group. (b) Precipitating factors (Prc) may lead to progression of disease. Prior to presentation these individuals
may pass through a subclinical phase of active infection which may last months; during this phase Mtb may be isolated by culture or pathology may be visible
through imaging prior to symptomatic presentation. (Online version in colour.)
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TB infection
• Asymptomatic
• Positive TST / IGRA 
• Without microbiological, 

radiological, or clinical 
evidence of active TB

Incipient TB disease
• Disease progressing but still asymptomatic
• May or may not

- have evidence of TB on radiographic 
and/or microbiological examination 
- develop active 
disease after initial evaluation

TB disease
• Symptomatic
• With 

- positive microbiological 
test (confirmed TB)
- or compatible clinical 
and/or radiology and/or 
histology for TB and 
started TB treatment 
(clinical TB)

Predict progression

Adapted from Esmail 2014
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Beyond tests and TPPs: what else 
do we need?



Overcoming challenges on the way 
to essential diagnostics

Few tests in development 
or don’t make it to market

Slow market penetration in 
low-/middle-income

countries
Impact stifled

• Gaps in science & 
knowledge sharing

• Limited understanding of 
needs / priorities

• Low market incentives 
given high development 
risks

• Lack of supporting 
infrastructure for 
innovators

• Fragmented regulatory 
and policy pathways

• Unclear financing/ 
procurement pathways

• Complex delivery 
channels

• Weak health and lab 
systems

• Poor links from testing to 
care & treatment

• Limited logistics capacity, 
support or quality use

Prioritization of diagnostics low

• Limited understanding of diagnostics’ value and thus minimal investment
• Since 2007, R&D funding for diagnostics has stagnated at 3-4% of global health 

commodity R&D
24
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We need more awareness, more country 
engagement and better financing

diagnostics
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Abstract: In recent years, the private and public sectors have increased investments in medical
diagnostics for low- and middle-income countries (LMICs). Despite these investments, numerous
barriers prevent the adoption of existing diagnostics and discourage the development and
introduction of new diagnostics in LMICs. In the late 1990s, the global vaccine community had
similar challenges, as vaccine coverage rates stagnated and the introduction of new vaccines was
viewed as a distraction to delivering existing vaccines. To address these challenges, the international
community came together and formed the Global Alliance for Vaccines Initiative (GAVI). Sixteen years
after the formation of GAVI, we see evidence of a healthier global vaccine landscape. We discuss
how GAVI’s four guiding principles (product, health systems strengthening, financing and market
shaping) might apply to the advancement of medical diagnostics in LMICs. We present arguments
for the international community and existing organizations to establish a Global Alliance for Medical
Diagnostics Initiative (GAMDI).

Keywords: point-of-care diagnostics; global health; low- and middle-income countries; alliance

1. Introduction

In recent years, the private and public sectors have increased investments in the development of
diagnostics for low- and middle-income countries (LMICs). Many of these investments have focused
on human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), tuberculosis (TB), and malaria because of the concentrated
burden of these diseases. These investments have also included support for developing medical
diagnostic point-of-care (PoC) testing platforms, due in part to challenges posed by central laboratory
systems. While centralized laboratories play an important role in providing medical diagnostic
services, they require significant laboratory infrastructure and trained personnel. As patient samples
are transported from a network of health facilities in urban and rural settings to centralized laboratories,
delays in testing may result in patient loss to follow-up or poor retention in care [1,2]. Decentralized
PoC technologies might address the challenges associated with centralized laboratory testing, provided
they are easy-to-use, cost effective, provide results within a reasonable time, and yield better patient
outcomes [3]. PoC tests continue to supplement, not replace, centralized laboratory testing by bringing
services closer to the patient and enable timely availability of test results [4,5].

Diagnostics 2017, 7, 8; doi:10.3390/diagnostics7010008 www.mdpi.com/journal/diagnostics

Out of Step: TB Policies in 24 Countries
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 Rapid molecular diagnostics (i.e Xpert MTB/
RIF) are recommended as the initial diagnostic 
tests for all people (adult and children) in 
whom TB is presumed , i.e. symptomatics being 
investigated for TB ,rather than sputum smear 
microscopy (SSM) and/or culture and DST

Rapid molecular diagnostics (i.e Xpert 
MTB/RIF) are recommended as the initial 
diagnostic test for adults and children at 
risk of drug-resistant TB (DR-TB) and HIV-
associated TB (high risk groups)

Rapid molecular diagnostics (i.e Xpert 
MTB/RIF) are recommended for already 
diagnosed TB patients with the purpose of 
testing or screening for identification of drug 
resistance.  

First-line Drug DST (including at least 
rifampicin and isoniazid) is recommended 
for all rifampicin-resistant (RR)-TB cases and 
for patients considered at risk of DR-TB 

Second-line DST (including at least 
fluoroquinolones and second-line injectable 
agents) is recommended  for all Rif resistant 
TB (RR-TB), polydrug-resistant (PDR)-TB and  
MDR-TB cases
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developers to tuberculosis, resulting in a robust molec-
ular diagnostics pipeline.

However, as the first widely used near-patient mo-
lecular platform in global health, the rollout of Xpert
has highlighted major implementation gaps that have
constrained scale-up and limited Xpert’s impact on the
outcomes of patients with drug-susceptible TB, although
significant impact on time to treatment and mortality
related to drug-resistant TB has been shown. The roll-
out has been hampered by high costs for underfunded
programs in high-burden countries and lack of a com-
plete diagnostic package for TB (Fig. 4) that includes
comprehensive training, quality assurance, implemen-
tation plans, service and maintenance support, and
impact assessment (58, 60). Clinical impact has been
blunted by weak health systems, resulting in prolonged
time to diagnosis and treatment (61, 62). In India, an
average TB patient is diagnosed after a delay of nearly
2 months and after seeing three providers (63), and
even though South Africa has scaled up rapid molecular
testing, there are data showing long delays between
sample collection and initiation of TB treatment (64,
65). In many countries the private sector plays a domi-
nant role in TB control, yet this sector has limited access
to subsidized Xpert MTB/RIF pricing (60).

A recent report called “Out of Step” by Doctors
without Borders and the Stop TB Partnership surveyed
eight countries with high TB burdens to see how existing
TB policies and interventions were being implemented
(59). This survey also found major implementation gaps

in the diagnosis and treatment of MDR-TB. For exam-
ple, in five of six countries providing data on drug sus-
ceptibility testing, fewer than 40% of previously treated
cases were tested for first-line DST and fewer than 15%
were tested for second-line DST. In four of eight sur-
veyed countries, fewer than 75% of MDR-TB cases de-
tected were enrolled in treatment. At the primary care
level, TB testing is rare, even for patients with classic TB
symptoms, andmost patients are managedwith repeated
cycles of empirical broad-spectrum antibiotic therapies
(66, 67). This has shown that an increased focus on
same-day return of test results and effective linkage to
care of diagnosed patients is required to maximize the
potential impact of any new diagnostic tool.

In addition, in many countries the private sector plays a
dominant role in TB control. New data suggest that Xpert
MTB/RIF is very highly priced in the private sector in
high-burden countries, and access is quite limited (60).
The Initiative for Promotion of Affordable, Quality TB
tests (IPAQT) intervention in India, which is bringing
preferential pricing for new TB diagnostic tools to the
private sector, is a first step in expanding access to rapid
diagnosis in the places wheremany patients seek care (60).

In light of these lessons learned, the authors advocate
for a comprehensive approach to the implementation of
diagnostics, including pricing strategies for the private
sector, broader health systems strengthening in prepa-
ration for new technologies, including greater linkages
across the TB and HIV care continuum, and systematic
and high-quality data collection from all programs.

FIGURE 4 Timeline of availability of required elements for Xpert MTB/RIF implementation
(from reference 58 with permission).

12 ASMscience.org/MicrobiolSpectrum
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heavily weighted toward molecular smear replacement
and DST, but not true point-of-care tests, ideally non-
sputum-based, or tests to determine disease progression
or cure. Increased investments are necessary to support
biomarker discovery, validation, and translation into
clinical tools. Unfortunately, a recent analysis of the TB
R&D funding landscape by the Treatment Action Group
showed a big gap between the investment needed and
actual expenditure on diagnostics R&D (56). Donors
and governments must work together to commit sus-
tained funds toward agreed priorities in TB R&D, and
the Stop TB Partnership will need to devise creative
strategies to advocate for these funds.

How To Maximize the Impact of
New Diagnostics, Based on Lessons
from Xpert MTB/RIF Rollout
New TB technologies should have a significant impact
on patient outcomes. However, as shown in Fig. 3 (57),
the technical performance of tests is essential but, on its
own, not sufficient. Operational weaknesses and under-
funded TB programs hamper effective diagnostic uptake
in many countries with high TB burdens. New tests must

be paired with actions that ensure rapid—and, where
possible, same-day—test results that drive appropriate
and prompt clinical and treatment decisions. Good
technologies and interventions must be effectively im-
plemented to enable their full potential health impact.

In a recent article, Albert and colleagues reviewed the
development, rollout, and impact of Xpert MTB/RIF,
and described the lessons learned and identified areas
for improvement with new tools (58). The global rollout
of Xpert MTB/RIF has changed the TB diagnostic
landscape. More than 16 million tests have been per-
formed in 122 countries since 2011, and 6 million were
performed in 2015 alone. This remains a small propor-
tion of all TB tests conducted compared with conven-
tional smear microscopy (some 30 million per year in
the 22 high-burden countries) (59), and only eight
countries have made it the initial diagnostic test for all
people suspected of having TB or are in the process of
doing so. However, it has become an important method
for the detection of drug-resistant TB, which has seen
a tripling in the number of cases detected globally since
its introduction (1). The rollout has galvanized stake-
holders, from donors to civil society, and paved the way
for universal DST. It has also attracted new-product

FIGURE 3 How TB tests can potentially impact patient outcomes (source: Schumacher
et al. [57]).
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Case finding –
first point of contact

Further work up & treatment –
dedicated unit 

Surveillance, QA, training –
specialized unit

E-Health supported solutions

TB

3. Comprehensive, rapid 
drug susceptibility testing

2. Confirmation & rapid drug 
susceptibility testing (critical drugs)

1.Triage tests
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